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**References**

**Journal Article With DOI* (Digital Object Identifier)** *(See APA Publication Manual section 6.31)*


doi:10.1080/13682820802708098

**Journal Article Without DOI (when DOI is not available)**


**Online Magazine Article**


**Magazine Article in Print**


con’t. …
Book -- Single Author


Chapter in an Electronic Version of a Print Book


Entry in a Reference Book

Snodgrass, M., & Winer, E.S. Perception, unconscious. In T. Bayne, A. Cleeremans, & P. Wilken (Eds.), *The Oxford companion to consciousness* (pp. 508-512). Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Entry in an Online Reference Work


con’t. …
## Citing References in Text

Insert authors and dates of the works cited in the body of the text. **All authors cited in the text must be included in the alphabetical reference list at the end of the study.** See APA *Publication Manual* section 6.11 – 6.21 for more information.

### Citation in body of text

…as Bjork (2007) has shown …
…In their recent study, Busey and Tunnicliff (2012) discuss …

### Parenthetical format

…Past work has shown (Bjork, 2007) that …
…Researchers have found (Busey & Tunnicliff, 2012) that …

### Three to five authors of a work cited

**First citation in text**

…Murphy, Hassan, Schmitz, and Bellamey (2011) found…

**Subsequent citations**

…Murphy et al. (2011) discuss …

**First citation, parenthetical format**

(Murphy, Hassan, Schmitz, & Bellamey, 2011)

**Subsequent citations, parenthetical format**

(Murphy et al., 2011)

### Six or more authors

**First and subsequent citations**

…Jasinsky et al. (2002) developed the theory …